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Abstract— The large volume of information available on the web, the broad coverage of the web content, the phenomenal number of web users
and their continued rapid growth has presented a major challenge to the web community. Identifying and accessing relevant information suited
to individual needs is called personalized information retrieval and access. Recommendation systems are software agents that elicit the interests
and preferences of individual users and make recommendations accordingly. Personalized recommendation systems are in need to provide
proper recommendations based on user‟s requirements and preferences. This paper presents an overview of personalized recommendation
techniques and identifies issues and describes different approaches for personalization. The goal of this survey is to present a study on the main
concepts, approaches and practices in the area of personalized recommendation systems. As a result this paper is concluded by presenting a
number of possible research directions.
Keywords- Personalized recommendation process, Filtering techniques, Mining technique, Ontology.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of Information Retrieval system is to
mine and extract relevant information from a large data set.
Current information retrieval system have to deal with
heterogeneous, high volume, continuously changing nature of
information‟s. Personalization can be defined as any set of
actions that can tailor the Web experience to a particular user
or set of users. The actions can range from simply making the
presentation more pleasing to anticipating the needs of a user
and providing customized and relevant information. To
achieve effective personalization, organizations must rely on
all available data, including the usage and click-stream data,
the site content, the site structure, domain knowledge, as well
as user demographics and profiles. Efficient and intelligent
techniques are needed to mine data for actionable knowledge,
and to effectively use the discovered knowledge to enhance
the users' Web experience. In web personalization challenges
include, scalability, integration of heterogeneous data,
information retrieval and filtering, knowledge representation,
information security and privacy, user modelling.
Recommender systems represent one special and prominent
class of such personalized Web applications, which
particularly focus on the user-dependent filtering and selection
of relevant information. Personalization in web search engines
can be achieved with the help of Query adaptation, result
adaptation or combination of both query and result adaptation.
This paper focuses on techniques related to result adaptation in
a recommender systems.
This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2
describes the process involved in personalization task. Section
3 describes user profile construction. Section 4 describes about
classification of personalization systems. Section 5 describes
different personalization techniques used in information search
and retrieval process. Different evaluation approaches of
personalized systems are described in section 6.

II.

PROCESS OF PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDER
SYSTEMS

Recommendation systems have the potential to support
and improve the quality of the decisions users make while
searching in the internet. Personalized recommender systems
can deliver tailored service in a way that will be most
appropriate and valuable to the user. Process of personalized
recommendation can be divided into four distinct phases as
listed below [1,2].
A. Extraction phase
From web repositories, information based on user
interest is
extracted. This personalized information can be
as follows.
 Content data like text, images, etc, from
heterogeneous sources.
 Structure data representing linkage between web
pages.
 Usage data maintained in web server logs.
User Profiles maintained statically or dynamically.
B. Preprocessing phase
It is done to make it compatible with the analysis
technique.
C. Analysis phase
This step applies machine learning techniques to
discover interesting usage patterns and statistical correlations
between web pages and user groups. This step frequently
results in automatic user profiling. Collaborative filtering
technique is one such approach used to extract information‟s
personalized for a group.
D. Recommendation
This phase in personalization makes use of the results of
the previous analysis step to deliver recommendations to the
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user. For personalization, user profile has to be maintained.
Overall architecture of the personalized recommender
system is depicted in the following figure (figure 1).

construction of user profile, user information has to be
collected [34,39]:
The process of collection of raw information about the user
can be explicit or implicit. In explicit information collection,
the user personally customizes the information source before
the personalization starts. This approach results in static user
profile. Implicit information collection is done by the system.
It includes web usage mining based on user click throughs,
browsing history, queries, user location, cookies and session
id‟s. This approach results in dynamic user profile. Once the
information is collected, user profile is constructed by
analyzing and processing stored data. The compiled user
profile is used in the actual web service (Figure. 2).

Figure 2. User Profile Construction.

Figure.1 Architecture of personalized recommender system

The most important aspect of personalization is
construction and maintenance of user profile. A user profile
represents a collection of personal data associated with a
specific user. There are four different design patterns for user
models as listed below [35,36,37,38,39 ]:
1. Static user profiles: As the name indicates, once the main
profile is built, it is not changed. Hence shifts in users'
preferences are not registered. No learning algorithms are
used to alter the model. [35,36]
2. Dynamic user profiles: Dynamic user models maintain up
to date representation of users interests and interactions with
the system. The user models are updated and hence consider
the current needs and goals of the users [37].
3. Stereotype based user profiles: Stereotype based user
models are based on demographic statistics. Based on the
gathered information users are classified into common
stereotypes. The system then adapts to this stereotype.
Stereotype based user models rely on statistics. The main
problem in this approach is that personal attributes might not
always match the stereotype. However, they allow predictions
about a user with very little information [38].
4. Highly adaptive user profiles: In contrast to stereotype
based user models they do not rely on demographic statistics
but aim to find a specific solution for each user. Although
users can take great benefit from this high adaptivity, this kind
of model needs to gather a lot of information first [39]. For

As the vast majority of user‟s are reluctant to provide any
explicit feedback on search results and their interests, many
works on personalized web search focus on automatically
learning user preferences without involving any direct user
efforts[38]. Collected user information is processed and
organized as a user profile in a certain structure depending on
the need of personalization algorithm.
III. CLASSIFICATION OF PERSONALIZED
RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Personalized recommender systems can be classified based
on group size, type of user interaction, place where user
profiles are maintained as individual vs. Collaborative,
Reactive vs. Proactive, Client side vs. Server side.
A. Group size
Extreme or group personalization can be achieved based on
group size. In Individual personalization, the system may
choose to build an individual model of user likes and dislikes
and use this profile to predict future interactions with the user.
NewsWeeder
is
an
example
of
such
a
system[118].Collaborative approach not only use the profile
for the active user but also uses neighborhood users with
similar preferences for recommendation. Group Lens is an
example of such a system[118].
B. Type of user interaction
User interactions can be reactive or proactive in nature.
Reactive approaches use personalization as the conventional
process that requires explicit interactions with the user in the
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form of user queries and feedback. Examples of such
personalized systems include Entrée, DIETORECS, and
Expert Clerk [117]. Proactive approaches, on the other hand,
learn user preferences and provide recommendations based on
the learned information. User need not provide explicit feed
back to the system to drive the recommendation process.
Example of such personalized system include Genesys [116].
C. Location of user profile:
User profile can be maintained on client-side or server
side. For client-side personalization, user information is
collected and stored on the client side by installing a client
software as depicted in figure.3. The user model is rich as the
user‟s search behavior, contextual activities and personal
information can be incorporated into the user profile. [8].
Server logs are nothing but previously visited URL‟s, and
cookies.

Figure 5. Taxonomy of Personalization techniques

1.

Figure.3. Client side personalization system.

For server-side personalization, user profiles are built,
updated, and stored on the search engine. User information is
directly incorporated into the ranking process, to help process
initial search results (Figure 4) [6].

Figure 4. Server side Personalization System.

The main aim of personalization is to improve relevancy of
recommendation by filtering relevant information from large
data collections that are apt for the user. For this purpose
personalization technique discussed in the following section
are used.
IV. PERSONALIZATION TECHNIQUES
Personalization can be done using data mining approaches,
filtering techniques, soft computing models or ontology
models (Figure. 5) as described in this section.

Data Mining Techniques:

Data mining is a technique used to draw useful
information from a large database to aid discovery of
knowledge. Some of the approaches that can be used for
personalization include clustering, association rule mining
and classification [10,41, 42]..
Clustering aims to divide a data set into groups or
clusters where inter-cluster similarities are minimized while
the similarities within each cluster are maximized. It can be
used to identify group of users with common interest based on
user‟s preferences. Personalized recommendations can be
offered to members of the same peer group [43].
A popular data mining technique used in the
implementation of recommender systems is the generation of
association rules which define item-to-item correlations by
associating objects in a database that share a particular
relationship [44]. Association rule-based systems have
difficulty producing recommendations when the database is
sparse as larger item sets are unable to meet minimum support
constraints. To alleviate this issue, dimensionality reduction
techniques can be applied to the dataset [45]. Other techniques
to help resolve issues with sparsity are to rank the discovered
association rules according to the degree of intersection
between the left-hand-side of the rule, and the user‟s current
session, or by using a hybrid system that combines association
rules with collaborative filtering, where recommendations are
only based on the target user‟s neighborhood [46].
Clustering can analyze user patterns and form peer
groups, while association rules can discover patterns between
items, Classification is able to incorporate all of this
information and more in making a recommendation [47].
Classification relies on a set of “training data”. Each category
based on browsing history, demographics of consumer is
given a label and this is used to train the model. Once each
label is optimized through the training steps, real user data is
input and the appropriate recommendations are given [48].
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2. Web Mining Techniques
Web mining is the process of extracting interesting
patterns from web information repositories [43]. The various
techniques used for web mining is shown in figure 6. Web
content mining is classified into two categories namely web
page mining and web search results mining. Web page mining
is used to discover patterns directly from the contents of web
pages [49,50]. Web structure mining reveals the structure of
web sites and how they are connected. Links in web structure
mining are classified as internal link and external link [56].

of the users‟ navigational behavior. The proposed
methodology involves mapping each visited page to a topic,
imposing a tree hierarchy on topics, and then estimating the
parameters of a semi- markov process defined on this tree
based on the observed user paths. Semantic characterization of
the context is performed manually.
4.

Filtering Techniques

Filtering techniques are a technique used to remove
unwanted data from large volume of data using automated
methods prior to recommend the data to the end user.
A.

Figure 6. Taxonomy of Web Mining Techniques.

Web usage mining techniques read server log files to
extract web site patterns [54]. Hence this technique is used to
discover interesting user navigation patterns and can be
applied to many real world problems like, improving web
sites/pages,
making
additional
topic
or
product
recommendations and user behavior studies [56]. Web usage
mining in the context of personalization involves data
preparation and transformation, pattern discovery, and
recommendation generation [55]. Speed Tracer [17] identifies
user browsing pattern by investigating the web server log files
with data mining procedures. Frequent Pattern (FP) trees [21]
can discover users' frequent browsing patterns of users.
3.

Ontology Based Personalization Technique

Ontology [62] is a formal description and specification of
knowledge as a set of concepts and their relationships within
the domain. It provides a common understanding of topics to
be communicated between users and systems [63].
Personalized ontology‟s [64] are a conceptualization model
that formally describes and specifies user background
knowledge. Web users might have different expectations for
the same search query [66]. Ontology-based user modeling
system [65,67] integrates user ontology that specifies users
and their relationships, domain ontology that captures
application specific concepts and their relationships and log
ontology that specifies the semantics of the user interaction
with the system. Acharyya and Ghosh [68] propose a general
personalization framework based on the conceptual modeling

Content Based Filtering Technique:

Content-based filtering systems are solely based on
individual users‟ preferences [51]. The system tracks each
user‟s behavior and recommends them that are similar to the
user likes in the past. Each object in the database is
represented by the set of features and attributes that
characterize that item. For each user, a profile is generated
which includes descriptions of items based on the user
interests. By using vector similarities such as cosine similarity,
a prediction can be made on a user‟s interest would be on a
particular item [52].
Some of the challenges in Content Based Filtering includes:
 Difficulty in Attribute identification for items is
difficult.
 Obtaining the user feed back.
 Overspecialization problem, as recommendations
cannot be given for unknown terms.
B. Rule Based Filtering Technique
A decision tree is constructed to represent various
rules. In rule-based filtering the users are asked to answer a set
of questions derived from a decision tree. This approach is
unable to make recommendations for patterns that do not
appear in association rules. Accuracy of recommendation can
be improved by combining content-based, rule-based, and
collaborative filtering techniques.
C.

Collaborative Filtering Techniques
This technique predicts the opinion of the user and
recommends items based on the users opinions and the
opinions of the other like minded users. Collaborative filtering
techniques are classified as follows.(Figure.7).
i)

Memory Based Collaborative Filtering (Cf)
Techniques
Memory-based CF algorithms use the user-item
database to generate a prediction. Every user is part of a
group of people with similar interests. By identifying the
neighbors of a user, user preferences can be predicted.
Memory based collaborative filtering techniques can be
classified as follows.
a) The neighborhood-based CF where, a subset
of nearest neighbors of the active user are chosen based on
their similarity, and a weighted aggregate of their ratings is
used to generate predictions for the active user [92].
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A regression method uses an approximation of the
ratings to make predictions based on a regression model.
C. Markov Decision Process (Mdp) -Based Cf
Algorithms.
An MDP is a model for sequential stochastic
decision problems, which uses an agent to influence its
surrounding environment through actions [104]. An MDP can
be defined as a four-tuple: S,A, R, Pr, where S is a set of
states, A is a set of actions, R is a real-valued reward function
for each state/action pair, and Pr is the transition probability
between every pair of states given each action.
D. Latent Semantic CF Models
A Latent semantic CF technique relies on a
statistical modeling technique that introduces latent class
variables in a mixture model setting to discover user
communities
and
prototypical
interest
profiles.
Conceptionally, it decomposes user preferences using
overlapping user communities. The main advantages of this
technique is its higher accuracy and scalability [109,110].
E.
Figure 7 Taxonomy of collaborative filtering techniques

b) Item-based CF approach where, user rating of
items is used to find their similarity to the target item.
Prediction is computed by taking a weighted average on the
target users rating on the most similar items. Similarity
between the items is identified based on their Correlation,
Vector Cosine, and Probability measures. [95].
c) Top-N Recommendations where, a set of N topranked items are recommended based on user interest. This
technique analyzes the user-item matrix to discover relations
between different users or items and provides suitable
recommendations [96].
ii. Model Based Collaborative Filtering Techniques
Models can be trained to recognize complex patterns and
then make intelligent predictions for the collaborative filtering
tasks based on their learning[101]. The following approaches
can be used.
A. Clustering based CF Algorithms.
A cluster is a collection of data objects that are
similar to one another within the same cluster and are
dissimilar to the objects in other clusters [102]. The
measurement of the similarity between objects is determined
using metrics such as Minkowski distance and Pearson
correlation. Clustering methods can be classified into three
categories: partitioning methods, density-based methods [103],
and hierarchical methods [104]. A commonly-used
partitioning method, k-means[105], has two main advantages
namely, efficiency and ease of implementation. Density-based
clustering methods typically search for dense clusters of
objects separated by sparse regions that represent noise [103].
DBSCAN [106] and OPTICS [80] are well-known densitybased clustering methods. Hierarchical clustering methods,
such as BIRCH [81], create a hierarchical decomposition of
the set of data objects.
B.

Regression-Based CF Algorithms

Other Model-Based CF Techniques

Association rule based CF algorithms [111] are
used for top-N recommendation tasks when compared to
prediction. Top-N items are chosen by identifying rules with
sufficient support and confidence values and sorting them in a
descending order [112]. Maximum entropy approach clusters
the data, and then uses maximum entropy in a cluster to make
predictions [113]. A dependency network is a graphical model
for probabilistic relationships, whose graph is potentially
cyclic. The probability component of a dependency network
is a set of conditional distributions, one for each node given its
parents. Although less accurate than Bayesian belief nets,
dependency networks are faster in generating predictions and
require less time and memory to learn[114]. Decision tree CF
models treat collaborative filtering as a classification task and
use decision tree as the classifier [109]. Horting is a graphbased technique in which nodes are users and edges between
nodes are degrees of similarity between users [109]. Multiple
multiplicative factor models (MMFs) are a class of causal,
discrete latent variable models combining factor distributions
multiplicatively and are able to readily accommodate missing
data [110]. Probabilistic principal components analysis
(pPCA) [112] determines the principal axes of a set of
observed data vectors through maximum-likelihood estimation
of parameters in a latent variable model closely related to
factor analysis. Matrix factorization based CF algorithms have
been proven to be effective to address the scalability and
sparsity challenges of CF tasks [112,113].
iii.

Hybrid Collaborative Filtering Technique

Hybrid CF systems combine CF with other recommendation
techniques like content-based systems to make predictions or
recommendations [113]. The content-boosted CF algorithm
uses naive bayes as the content classifier, it then fills in the
missing values of the rating matrix with the predictions of the
content predictor to form a pseudo rating matrix, in which
observed ratings are kept untouched and missing ratings are
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replaced by the predictions of a content predictor. It then
makes predictions over the resulting pseudo ratings matrix
using a weighted Pearson correlation coefficient based on
number of active users[113] The content boosted CF
recommender has better prediction performance when
compared to pure content-based recommenders and pure
memory-based CF approaches. It also overcomes the cold start
problem and tackles the sparsity problem of CF tasks.
Probabilistic memory-based collaborative filtering (PMCF)
combines memory-based and model-based techniques [114]. A
mixture model built based on user profiles and the posterior
distribution of user ratings is used to make predictions.
Personality diagnosis (PD) is a representative hybrid CF
approach that combines the advantages of memory-based and
model-based CF approaches [115].

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) belongs to a family of iterative
stochastic search and optimization methods based on
mimicking successful optimization strategies observed in
nature [70,71,72,73]. Together with fuzzy sets, neural networks and fractals, evolutionary algorithms are among the
fundamental members of the class of soft computing methods
[72]. EA operate with population of artificial individuals
(referred often as items or chromosomes) encoding possible
problem solutions. Objective function are used for evaluating
encoded individuals, which assigns a value to each individual.
The quality (ranking) of each individual is represented by
fitness value, as solution of given problem. Competing
individuals search the problem domain towards optimal
solution [73]. Evolutionary approaches can be used for
optimization in large search spaces for various personalization
techniques.

TABLE.1. Comparison of different recommendation techniques.

S.No

1.

2.

Example
Recommender
System
DBSCAN
[106],OPTICS
[80],BIRCH [81].
MovieLens [119].

Technique used

Clustering
Algorithms
Association rules

Advantages
 Faster Recommendation.
 Better performance

 Not accurate



Provide accurate
Prediction about the user
interest.
Fast to implement.
Not much storage space
required.
Fast to execute.



Easy implementation
New data can be added
easily and incrementally
Need not consider the
content of the items being
recommended.
Scale well with correlated
items



Better at addressing the
sparsity and scalability
Improve prediction
performance

 Expensive model
building.
 Lose useful information
for dimensionality
reduction.

Accurate.
Deals Sparsity problem
effectively
Improved prediction
performance.
Overcomes sparsity
problem.

 Scalability.
 Time Consuming in
model training.
 Increased complexity.
 Expensive.
 Need external
information that usually
not available.





3.

Levis [92],
Netflix [95].

Memory Based
Recommender
Systems.






4.

GroupLens [93].

Disadvantages

Model based
Collaborative
Filtering.




5.

TAN-ELR, NBELR [121].

Classification
Technique




6.

Personality
Diagnosis [115].

Hybrid
Recommenders











Difficulty in producing
the recommendations
when the data base is
sparse.
Not suitable if
preferences change
rapidly.
Rules can be used only
when enough data
validates them.
Dependent on human
ratings
Performance decrease
when data are sparse.
Cannot recommend for
new users and items
Limited scalability
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7.

Newsweeder
[118],LIBRA

Content-Based
Filtering



Efficiently address Cold
start problem and
Sparsity Problem

9.

ATHENA [106].

Ontology




No cold start issue.
More accurate

10.

PEN recsys [120].

Web usage mining



More accurate

V. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Performance of the personalization technique is evaluated
based on the following measures.
A. System performance
System performance is concerned with measuring
retrieval effectiveness. It can be measured with the help of
following metrics.
1. Precision, is the ratio of number of retrieved relevant
documents over the total number of retrieved documents.
a. Precision at K, which measures the fraction of
retrieved relevant documents within the top K retrieved
documents.
b. Mean Average Precision (MAP), It is the average
precision at K values computed after each relevant document
has been retrieved for a query, where the mean of all these
averages is calculated across all the test queries.
c. R-precision, measures precision with respect to a
given number of documents that are known to be relevant.
d. 11-point Precision, measures the precision of
retrieved results at 11 fixed values of recall.
2. Recall, which is the number of relevant documents
that are retrieved over the total number of known relevant
documents in the document collection.
a. Recall at K, which measures the fraction of
retrieved relevant documents within the top K documents over
the total number of relevant documents in the document
collection.
3. F-Measure, is the weighted harmonic mean of
precision and recall.
4. Normalised discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), is
a precision metric that is designed for experiments where
documents are judged using a non-binary relevance scale like
highly relevant, relevant, or not relevant. It gives higher scores
for more relevant documents being ranked higher in the ranked
list of results.
5. Break-even Point, which is determining the point at
which precision equals recall;
B. Usability
Usability is concerned with the user‟s perception of the
system. This aspect of evaluation measures the degree of user

 Requires content that can
be encoded as meaningful
features.
 User interest must be
represented as a learnable
function.
 Overspecialization
problem.
 Knowledge engineering
is required.
 Expert opinion may not
match with user
preferences.
 Much storage space is
required.

satisfaction with respect to the adaptive service. This type of
evaluation is hard to standardize across different systems as it
is subject to user bias. It can be qualitatively evaluated using
usability questionnaires [75]. It can also be quantitatively
evaluated by measuring the user‟s performance in fulfilling
certain tasks using the system, for example by keeping track of
the time and number of actions needed to complete the task.
C. Accuracy
Accuracy is concerned with the ability of the the
system to implicitly infer and represent user information, such
as the user‟s interests. It can be measured with the help of
Receiver Operating Curve (ROC). The ROC- curve is a plot of
the systems sensitivity by the complement of its specificity.
Generally to compare the personalization accuracy in two
systems, the size of the area under the ROC- curve is
measured. The curve with a larger value indicates better
performance [78].
VI.

CHALLENGES

Some of the challenges of personalization include,
 Clustering users into user communities..
 Handling heterogeneous data sources.
 Identifying new metrics to evaluate the performance of
recommender systems.
 Maintaining large amount of frequently changing
information.
 Improving
accuracy
and
relevancy
of
new
recommendation.
hybrid collaborative filtering technique can be used to take
care of user and group interest. This can improve relevancy of
retrieved information based on user interest. To handle large
volume of heterogeneous, continuously changing information,
big data platforms like hadoop and NoSQL data bases like
HBase can be used.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Information retrieval systems are used in every field and
personalization improves relevancy of extracted information.
This paper has presented an overview of recommendation
systems
and
personalization
techniques.
Several
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recommendation systems have been designed based on
collaborative filtering, content based filtering and hybrid
recommendation methods. Their complementary advantageous
and disadvantageous has been discussed. Personalized
recommender systems are an active area of research. The need
for improvement in accuracy and handling large volume of
heterogeneous information necessitates the use of specialized
big data platforms with suitable mining techniques for
personalization.
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